Complete Solution for Modern Construction

The construction industry in a growing economy like India has reached a stage where mechanization is imminent for survival. The shortage of skilled labour and spiraling cost of labour is indeed disturbing. Capital is in short supply and hence expensive. Interest charged for the construction industry is one of the highest in the world and this means the period that capital is deployed is also critical. Therefore it is imperative that our esteemed customers choose the right service partner and systems which will eventually lead to financial & business viability.

MAINI Group is an innovation hub driven by technology which is one of the prime pillars of the Group. We keep ourselves updated with latest advancement to come up with most effective solution for the industry.

We, at MAINI Scaffolds & Formwork Systems Pvt. Ltd. believe that innovations and improvement are the continuous evolution path. We continuously strive to integrate quality components, highest safety standards and fulfil all applicable international standards. Value for money to our clients enabling them to achieve the most Cost Effective Solutions for their projects. With Excellent Team Work, we aim to turn our Vision into Realty NOT TOMORROW BUT TODAY. “MFS Aluminium Formwork System”, the frontline product of MAINI Scaffolds & Formwork Systems Pvt. Ltd, through consistent performance in construction industry, has been proven and made a niche of its own of being one of most Design Friendly, Easy Application, Highly used & Recommended Formwork System in India.

Technology: Unique method in which entire Forms for Vertical (Shear Walls / Columns) and Horizontal (Beams and Slab) including staircases, balconies, window hoods, storage lofts etc. are set at one stage for single pour resulting in Accurate Finish with Consistent Quality. Features like speedy construction, Consistency in architectural dimensions, Excellent Finish, Less Dependency on skilled workers and Simplicity in Erection & De-Shuttering of “MFS Aluminium Formwork System” make system More Viable & preferred Technology for construction of High End, Mass Housing & Affordable / Slum Rehab projects with similar layouts ensuring maximum number of repetitions.

Safety: A lot of importance is given to safety while designing the “MFS Aluminium Formwork System”. External brackets are provided which are fixed along the periphery of the structure at two levels for Safe Erection and De-Shuttering of External Formwork.
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